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Abstract. In this paper, an experimental comparison of publicly available algorithms for computing intents of all formal concepts and mining
frequent closed itemsets is provided. Experiments are performed on real
data sets from UCI Machine Learning Repository and FIMI Repository.
Results of experiments are discussed at the end of the paper.

1

Introduction

Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) [9] is a method for analysing data in the form of
a table with applications in many disciplines.A formal concept is a formalization
of the concept of a “concept” which consists of two parts, a set of objects which
forms its extension and a set of attributes which forms its intension [25]. Formal concepts can be ordered according to the subconcept-superconcept relation
resulting in a concept lattice.
Frequent itemset mining (FIM) introduced in [1] was proposed as a method
for market basket analysis. The identification of sets of items (itemsets) which
often occur together in a database (the frequency is not less than a user defined
minimum support threshold) is one of the basic tasks in Data Mining. When
the minimum support is set low, a huge number of itemsets is generated. To
overcome this problem, closed and maximal frequent itemsets were proposed.
FCA and FIM are two research fields that are closely related to each other
[20]. Naturally, they address similar problems, e.g. selecting important concepts
versus finding interesting patterns in data. Moreover, they inspire each other
(Iceberg concept lattice which is the set of all frequent concepts connected with
the subconcept-superconcept relation [23]).
Finding the set of all intents (of formal concepts) is equivalent to finding
the set of all closed frequent itemsets using a minimum support equal to zero
[20]. Nonetheless, there is no experimental comparison between algorithms for
computing formal concepts and algorithms for mining frequent closed itemsets.
The aim of this paper is to provide such comparison on real-world data.

2

Compared Algorithms

The problem of generating formal concepts and/or a concept lattice has been
well studied and many algorithms have been proposed [8], [15], [17], [21], [22]. A
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comparative performance study of algorithms for building concept lattices can
be found in [10] and [16]. In this paper we will focus only on those algorithms
which compute the set of all formal concepts (frequent closed itemsets) only.
Therefore, we do not compare our results with [10] and [16].
The fastest algorithms for computing formal concepts are FCbO [14] and InClose [2] which are based on the CbO algorithm [15]. In the competition between
FCA algorithms at ICCS 20091 FCbO took the first place and the runner-up was
In-Close. The improvement of In-Close algorithm [3] was developed in response
to the competition to outperform FCbO, but our results show that FCbO still
performs better. A parallel variant of FCbO was also proposed [14], however, we
consider only the serial version in this paper.
Implementations of algorithms for mining closed frequent itemsets were experimentally compared2 and presented at FIMI’03 and FIMI’04 workshops [12].
The best of the tested algorithms ([5], [13], [18], [19], [24], [26]) was FP-Close
[13] although it gave a segmentation fault for 4 out of 14 data sets.
In this paper, we provide an experimental comparison of 10 algorithms on
real-world data sets whose implementations are publicly available, two of them
compute formal concepts (FCbO and In-Close2) and the remaining 8 generate
closed frequent itemsets ([5], [6], [7], [13], [18], [19], [24]).

3

Experimental Evaluation

We have carried out a number of experiments for several real-world data sets to
compare FCA and FIM algorithms that are publicly available. The characteristics of selected data sets [4], [11] are shown in the table 1.
Table 1. The characteristics of data sets.
Dataset
# Transactions # Items Density (%) Small/Big
Accidents
340183
468
33.8
Big
Car Evaluation
1728
25
28
Small
Connect
67557
129
43
Big
Kosarak
990002
41270
8.1
Big
Mushroom
8124
119
23
Small
Retail
88162
16469
10.3
Big
Tic-tac-toe
958
29
34
Small

The experiments were conducted on the computing node with 16 cores equipped
with 24 GB RAM memory running GNU/Linux openSUSE 12.1.
The measured times are CPU times. Each algorithm was run three times
for each data set and the given minimum support threshold value to get the
most accurate results. All reported times are the average times of the three
1
2

http://www.upriss.org.uk/fca/fcaalgorithms.html
http://fimi.ua.ac.be/experiments/
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runs. The output was turned off, i.e. the results of algorithms (intents of formal
concepts/frequent closed itemsets) were neither written to a file nor to the screen.
Some of the algorithms were originally developed to mine closed frequent
itemsets. For Apriori, Carpenter and Eclat we have set the flag -tc to mine
closed frequent itemsets. Similarly, we have used the flag -fci for Mafia.
The input file of In-Close2 is in the cxt (formal context) format while the
input of other algorithms is in the standard FIMI format - each line represents a
list of attributes of an object/a list of items in a transaction. The disadvantage
of In-Close2 is that unlike other algorithms it also computes extents of formal
concepts (in addition to their intents).
Some algorithms had problems on certain data sets. For mushroom, Apriori
gets killed, Carpenter outputs an incorrect number of closed frequent itemsets
(238827), DCI Closed does not calculate the result in a reasonable time (we have
stopped the computation after a few hours). In-Close2 gives an incorrect number
of formal concepts (59343) for tic-tac-toe.
For kosarak, FPClose is either aborted due to the invalid pointer or gives segmentation fault for the support 0.8% and supports less than or equal to 0.6%. For
retail with minsup = 0, Apriori gets killed, Carpenter gives an incorrect number
of closed frequent itemsets (2186693) and DCI Closed is aborted. In-Close2 gives
segmentation fault for the supports lower or equal to 60% on accidents and for
all supports except for 90% on connect.
Table 2. Performance of algorithms for mining closed frequent itemsets with the minimum support equal to 0 (CPU time in seconds).

# Formal concepts
Afopt
Apriori
Carpenter
DCI Closed
Eclat
FCbO
FPClose
In-Close2
LCM
Mafia

Car Evaluation Mushroom Tic-tac-toe
12640
238710
59505
0.13
5.083
1.006
0.04
0.25
0.71
1.646
0.023
0.05
0.02
0.976
0.143
0.02
0.803
0.13
0.056
1.586
0.36
0.043
2.583
0.02
1.363
0.086
0.243
39.746
2.64

We have compared the performance of the algorithms for mining intents of
all formal concepts, i.e. closed frequent itemsets using minsup = 0 (typical task
in FCA) on small data sets. The results are depicted in the table 2. Arguably,
FCbO is the best algorithm for the given task, it is the fastest algorithm for car
and mushroom and the third fastest for tic-tac-toe. LCM and Eclat perform well
on these data sets, too. Considering also the results on retail with minsup = 0,
LCM is the fastest algorithm and the runner-up are Eclat and FPClose.
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Fig. 1. Performance of algorithms on accidents and connect data sets for various minimum support values (CPU time in seconds are measured).

Other tests were performed on big data sets and the performance of algorithms was tested for various values of support. Figures 1 and 2 show the
timings for the algorithms on the accidents, connect, kosarak and retail data
sets. The performance of the FCbO algorithm is average on big data sets except for kosarak. Eclat, DCI Closed and FPClose are good choice in the case of
dense data sets (accidents, connect). However, the runtime of most algorithms increases dramatically with decreasing minimum support on these data sets. Afopt,
DCI Closed and LCM are suitable for sparse data sets (kosarak, retail) although
the Afopt algorithm is not able to handle the retail data set for minsup = 0.
The timings for In-Close2 on kosarak are not included, because the computation
took several hours just for high values of support .
For kosarak, in our experimental testing FPClose failed while FPClose was
the fastest algorithm for low as well as high values of support in [12]. Our results
on other data sets correspond to some extent to the results in [12].
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Fig. 2. Performance of algorithms on kosarak and retail data sets for various minimum
support values (CPU time in seconds are measured).

4

Conclusion

We have experimentally compared algorithms for computing intents of formal
concepts and algorithms for mining closed frequent itemsets on real-world data.
Our experimental testing has no clear winner for different data sets and minimum
support threshold setting. In our opinion, DCI Closed behaves well although it
had some problems on the mushroom data set and the retail data set with
minsup = 0. On small data sets, the fastest algorithm is FCbO.
Acknowledgements: This work was partially supported by the research grants
VEGA 1/0832/12 and the Center of knowledge and information systems in
Košice (ITMS 26220220158).
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